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ABSTRACT
Program understanding, which is the acquisition of knowl-
edge about a software system, is vital for all software en-
gineering disciplines. One important aim of software en-
gineering is hence the refinement of the program compre-
hension process to improve system maintenance effectively.
Therefore, within this paper, our aim is to define an unified
process for reverse engineering, including program analy-
sis, the filtering and compression of program information
and program visualization. The advantage of our unified
visualization process lies in the decoupling of analysis and
visualization, supporting specific tools and processes for
each.
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1 Introduction

Our entire life is based on learning new artifacts every day.
It is essential to comprehend these artifacts in order to con-
clude with intelligent responses. Exactly in the same way,
software designers, developers and maintainers need to un-
derstand computer programs, in order to evolve or main-
tain their systems. Program understanding, which is the
acquisition of knowledge about a software system, is there-
fore vital for all software engineering disciplines. Unfor-
tunately, the process of reverse engineering and hence pro-
gram understanding is ill defined and poorly understood.

Realizing that software systems, likewise humans,
age, it becomes obvious that they have to be maintained
and re-engineered to meet new requirements and adapted
to integrate new features. Coherently, these complex soft-
ware systems must be understood before being evolved. To
understand complex software, engineers are vitally depen-
dent on trustworthy information. However, the only trust-
worthy information for automatic inspection of a certain
system is its source code. This, because program docu-
mentations are imprecise and incomplete, binary represen-
tations unreadable and complex, and architecture as well as
design plans too abstract. Therefore, software engineers are
forced to spend a great deal of software evolution and main-
tenance on the comprehension and abstraction of legacy

code, to build intelligible high level program representa-
tions for complexity reduction.

In the following we describe first the essence of re-
verse engineering and its converntional use. In Section 3
we describe the different steps every kind of reverse en-
gineering process has to follow. Section 4 defines the vi-
sualization process with its models, metaphors, views and
the final picture. The reverse engineering process in gen-
eralized in Section 5 to the Unified Visualization Process.
Related work is discussed in Section 6 and finally the paper
is concluded in Section 7.

2 Conventional Reverse Engineering

The combination of program analyses and software visual-
ization techniques is crucial to succeed in comprehending
legacy systems’ architectures: plain program analysis re-
sults are hard to capture by the software engineers. More-
over, the analyses have to be controlled by the software
engineers interactively, making it necessary to assess inter-
mediate results. Such an assessment is preferably based on
software visualizations. However, plain visualization of the
system’s structure (e.g. the abstract syntax tree) or behavior
(e.g. program traces) cannot provide the right information
to gain a system’s architecture. Software engineers would
drown in the flood of information. Therefore the amount
of information represented needs to be reduced, in order
to reduce the complexity of the original system and hence
achieve an increased architectural understanding.

Consequentially, every reverse engineering tool con-
sists of two parts: the analysis of a system and its repre-
sentation. Occasionally, tools also filter retrieved informa-
tion in order to reduce the systems’ complexity during vi-
sualization. Unfortunately, these tools mostly implement
the reverse engineering process hybrid and not as separate
distinguishable modules. In the following we describe the
need for separate modules for reverse engineering and pro-
gram understanding.

3 The Reverse Engineering Process

We have learned from intensive studies [1] that any reverse
engineering process consists of three parts: the analysis,
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Figure 1. The Reverse Engineering Process

the focusing and the visualization of a system.

• Program Analysis denotes the initial step towards
program understanding. Numerous analysis tech-
niques exist that retrieve program information reliably
from source code and establish appropriate models for
further investigation and modification.

• Information Focusing describes the process of han-
dling large amounts of information properly. To pre-
vent that the program analysis results in a incompre-
hensible flood of information, information is focused,
i.e. filtered, folded, fused, etc.

• Program Visualization is responsible for the depic-
tion of retrieved and focused program information that
is kept in different program models. Program compre-
hension is additionally improved through interactive
visualization.

We refer to this process, which is depicted in Figure 1,
as theReverse Engineering Process. In the following we
describe each part of the process separately. We begin the
description with a specification of the data, i.e. the program
information, which is processed within the unified visual-
ization process.

3.1 Program Information

We define program information, as information about a
program, that is vital for its comprehensibility. However, as
shown in Figure 1, we retrieve throughout our reverse engi-
neering process many different program representations on
various representation levels. We therefore need to spec-
ify what kind of information is most vital for program un-
derstanding. To reach maximal program comprehensibil-
ity, our aim is to establish interactive views on a programs
architecture and therefore we are mostly interested in pro-
gram models holding information about a programs archi-
tecture. However, in order to retrieve an architecture level
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representation, as depicted in Figure 1, we need to con-
duct several program analyses first. These analyses result
in various other immediate program representations and aid
program understanding additionally for various users.

Our ultimate goal is hence the retrieval of architecture
level program information, in order to provide an nearly
complete architecture representation of a system. The de-
piction of such an architectural model is presented in Fig-
ure 2. This model keeps information about various archi-
tectural program levels. The lowest level contains informa-
tion about the programs implementation. The second level,
holds rudimental information about components and con-
nectors. The hierarchy continues until the system can be
depicted as one component. The ascendency from a lower
to a higher level occurs through pattern recognitions, e.g.
component or design pattern detection.

3.2 Program Analysis

The major task in software architecture comprehension is
the identification of components and the essential commu-
nications between them. Given the source of a legacy sys-
tem, program analyses ought to be able to identify com-
ponents and communications. However, the achievement
of this goal is a non-trivial task involving various analyses
techniques and representations as shown in Figure 1.

3.2.1 Low Level Analysis

We denote the classic analysis techniques known from the
field of compiler construction aslow level. Their origin
is the translation and optimization of programs. However,
they can support the understanding of systems on higher
levels of abstraction than the source code. We distinguish
analyses for checking the well-definedness of programs
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from behavioral analyses of program runs. The former is
done by compile front-ends the latter by data flow analy-
ses.

Examples oflow level representationsare, as can be
seen in Figure 3 attributed abstract syntax trees (AST), con-
trol flow graphs (CFG), single static assignment (SSA) rep-
resentations, call graphs, class graphs, et cetera. However,
low level analyses usually result in much too complex rep-
resentations in order to provide the developer with any ar-
chitectural insight. To achieve an architectural understand-
ing, we must therefore reduce the complexity of the low
level representation by means of high level analyses. We
denote analyses as high-level, if designed to retrieve a view
on the systems that is more abstract than the source code.

3.2.2 High Level Analysis

High level analysis uses the result of the low level anal-
ysis to derive abstractions involving classes (or objects)
interconnected by various dependencies (e.g. inheritance,
method calls, and aggregation). On this abstraction level,
that we simply call theclass level, the high level analy-
sis uses different techniques to identify well-known design
patterns, aspects from aspect oriented programming [2], in-
dividual components, connectors or architectural styles.

Each one of these techniques provides, as depicted
in Figure 4, ahigh level representationof the system at
hand, e.g. dominance trees, concept lattices, lists of possi-
ble component or pattern candidates, architectural styles,
et cetera. The most significant difference between low
and high level representations is that low level represen-
tations usually contain the same amount of information as
the source representation, and that the low level analysis
therefore often is reversible.

3.3 Information Focusing

Program representations resulting from program analysis
contain for middle size programs colossal quantities of in-
formation. Consequently, to be able to adequately repre-
sent and comprehend the most relevant program informa-
tion, the information assembled needs to be focused. There
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are basically three techniques to focus information:

• Information Abstraction

• Information Compression

• Information Fusion

Information abstraction on program representations
denotes the subtraction of program information from the
representations. This is favorable when information con-
sistent in a program model is not required for further de-
piction or interactive modification. Information compres-
sion means the condensation of information without infor-
mation reduction. This technique is preferred when pro-
gram information needs to be veiled temporarily, imply-
ing the easy uncovering with no additional analytical com-
putations. Finally, information fusion denotes the melt-
ing of various program representations to novel program
models. When innovative program information can be re-
vealed through the combination of diverse program repre-
sentations, information focusing is desirable.

3.3.1 Information Abstraction

As already stated, information abstraction on program rep-
resentations denotes the subtraction of program informa-
tion from the representations. This is a favorable technique
when information consistent in a program model is not re-
quired for further depiction or interactive modification. In-
formation abstraction is implemented in two well-known
abstraction techniques: information filtering and informa-
tion slicing.

Information filtering allows to disregard parts of a
software system. Since filtering subtracts information from
the systems’ model, information is lost. If filtered infor-
mation turns out necessary later, program analysis must be
performed once more to retrieve a new program representa-
tions of the program. Alternatively different program rep-
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resentations can be used simultaneously to keep dissimilar
filtered versions of a program in memory.

Examples of program information filters are graph fil-
ters, that e.g. subtract irrelevant packages or modules from
a graph model, or composition filters [3], known from AOP.
Composition filters extends object oriented programming
by encoding crosscutting concerns as manipulators of mes-
sages that are received or sent by objects. Another area
where information reduction is necessary, are image filters.
They assist, e.g. to decrease the quality of inlined images
transmitted over a HTTP connection, in order to keep the
transmission bandwidth low. Another kind of image filter-
ing is performed in the frequency domain. The reason for
the filtering conducted in the frequency domain is gener-
ally because it is computationally faster to perform two 2D
Fourier transforms and a filter multiply than to perform a
convolution in the image (spatial) domain. This is particu-
larly so as the filter size increases [4].

When cutting a slice from a program, only those parts
of a program representation are encapsulated, that are rele-
vant for a particular purpose. The aim is to reduce and sim-
plify the original program representation through the sub-
traction of irrelevant information. Therefore, slices contain
only for a purpose relevant program information.

Under certain circumstances slices can also lead to
reduced, yet executable program slices. Another example
are hyperslices, known from aspect oriented programming,
supported throughout Hyper/J [5]. Hyper/J allows a devel-
oper to cut through a program to compose a collection of
separate models, called hyperslices, each encapsulating a
concern of a program. The models typically overlap, and
might or might not cut across one another. Each model can
be understood in isolation.

3.3.2 Information Compression

Another option to focus information is to compress it. The
advantage of compression over abstraction is, that informa-
tion is not lost. While information is subtracted when be-
ing abstracted, it is solely hidden when being compressed.
In this thesis, we distinguish to types of information com-
pression: information folding and information aggregation.
While folding denotes the term for source code compres-
sion, the compression on all other program representations
is called aggregation.

Folding, the process of collapsing and accordingly ex-
panding program information within a certain context, is a
commonly used technique to reduce complexity on source
level. Futile program information is folded, so that the de-
veloper can concentrate on the essential parts of a program.

Many editors, such as jEdit and Emacs, support the
folding of source code. Folding has recently even been ap-
plied to the world of aspect oriented programming, where
diverse crosscutting aspects of a program and its core are
systematically reunified and represented in their context.
This technique is known asAspect Folding[6].

Information aggregation, as mentioned above, is an-
other technique to compress information. However, the
compression is based on program representations different
from source code, such as graphs. Aggregated program
representations are, as well as folded representations, al-
ways available and do not need to be recomputed through
additional program analyses. Aggregation follows the sub-
class, containment and instance-of relations. A superclass
may represent subclasses, a class its class members or ob-
jects. Aggregation allows to define arbitrary levels of ab-
straction over the actual relations. The users may choose
more abstract or more concrete views on their software sys-
tem.

VizzEditor [7] and Goose [8] are example tools that
implement information aggregation. Aggregations within
the VizzEditor, are described through subclass, contain-
ment and instance-of relationships, meaning that e.g. a
superclass may represent subclasses and a class its class
members or objects.

3.3.3 Information Fusion

Information fusion for general information has been nicely
defined by Dasarathy [9]:

When you use information from one source,
it’s plagiarism; When you use information from
many, it’s information fusion.

However, the notion of information fusion for pro-
gram focusing is slightly different. Information fusion
within program focusing, denotes the melting of diverse
program representations. We have seen an example of in-
formation fusion already in Fig 4, where the high level
analysis process was presented. Various program represen-
tations resulting from component and connector detection
needed to be fused with each other. The reason is that com-
ponent detection techniques, as e.g. the concept lattice or
dominance tree analysis, produce several diverse compo-
nent matches. These varying matches must be unified in
order to designate consistent program components. We re-
fer to the unification as program fusion. Further, we also
fused the various component representations together with
a basic program representation, e.g. an AAST, in order to
retrieve an entire representation of a programs architecture.

The essence of information fusion lies in both, the
unification of two or more program representations, or even
in the detection of novel program information. Information
needs to be unified because of different reasons. Program
models may hold too few and additionally similar informa-
tion and are fused for efficiency, or they are melted because
they depict the same information but through different anal-
yses. However, as a side effect, information fusion may
also reveal novel program information, e.g. when different
component representations are unified and the unification
reveals components unseen in the non-unified representa-
tions. Therefore the fusion of information and hence the
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concentration of vital program information is essential for
the architectures’ understandability.

3.4 Program Visualization

Visualization is the presentation of pictures, where each
picture presents an amount of easy distinguishable artic-
facts that are connected through some well defined rela-
tions. Visualization itself has a number of specialized foci
that include [10]: Information Visualization, Scientific Vi-
sualization, Geographic Visualization, Business Visualiza-
tion, Statistical Visualization, Process Visualization and
Software Visualization.

All sorts of visualization have a common objective, to
transform information into a meaningful visual represen-
tation to aid humans with information comprehension and
understanding. Throughout this paper the visualization fo-
cus narrows to software visualization. However, software
visualization in general, including algorithm and program
visualization, is still a too wide ranging term. Software vi-
sualization, as classified by John Stasko [10] is depicted
in Figure 5 a). Out of our scope is the depiction of algo-
rithms and hence data visualization and animation, which is
placed better in the field of information visualization [11].
Within our scientific investigation for reverse engineering
we are therefore merely interested in the area of program
visualization, dealing with static and dynamic code visual-
ization, as depicted in Figure 5 b).

3.4.1 Source-Level Visualization

On source code level, current program editors, aspect edi-
tors and source code browsers provide diverse views on a
program. On that level, source code is viewed and edited,
preferably in its editing context [12]. Advanced tools pro-
vide often the integration of program editors with online
debuggers and profilers supporting the retrieval of behav-
ioral information and hence low-level analysis.

Additionally, we depict binary program representa-
tions on the same level as the source code representations.
This mainly, because both contribute to low level analy-
ses. Binary representations are the basis for program exe-
cutions and thereforerun-time analysis. Examples of run-
time analysis are profile or event traces from an program
execution visualized, e.g. in debugging or profiling tools,
or call graph drawings based on a single program execu-
tion.

3.4.2 Class-Level Visualization

On class level, many approaches and tools support the
visualization of program structures. The information to
be visualized is established during low level analysis and
stored within diverse class level program representations.
Through class level visualizations, different views on these
models are established, such as call, class, inheritance and
package graph views.

A typical means to illustrate programs on class level
are UML diagrams combining graphical views of static
and dynamic aspects of software. Of particular inter-
est are UML class diagrams whose purpose is to display
class hierarchies (generalizations), associations, aggrega-
tions, and compositions in one picture. Example tools are
Rational Rose [13] and Together [14], additionally sup-
ports round-trip engineering for Java and C++. Besides
static class diagrams there are a couple of different other
diagram types, such as the dynamic sequence and activity
diagrams which developers have found useful for commu-
nication. Scene [15], e.g., computes UML scenario dia-
grams from Oberon program executions. They aggregate
call sequences to one representative node. Their current
work also deals with Java programs. However, these views
show how a software system behaves in some runs, but not
how it actually does in general. It is unclear how to derive
such views with static analyses.

Although many approaches succeed in depicting
static class level information, the most fail to merge in be-
havioral information. GraphTrace [16], for example, com-
putes static and dynamic views on an object-oriented LISP
derivative. However, the static information is obtained by
reflection. Hence, the tool visualizes only those program
parts that are actually executed. JInsight [17], which also
graphically visualizes dynamic information, instruments a
Java VM to access dynamic information about the pro-
grams. The VizzAnalyzer [7], our own tool, combines
structural and behavioral information of Java software sys-
tem on source and class level. It uses a compiler front-end
for the static analyses, accesses the Java debugger interface
for dynamic analyses and visualizes the combined informa-
tion within various graphical views.

3.4.3 Architecture-Level Visualization

On architectural level, program information is depicted
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among other things through dominance tree drawings,
UML diagrams, graph browsers, and component/connector
graph drawings. However, unlike class level visualizations,
where the graph is the usual metaphor used, a wider assort-
ment of metaphors gets appropriate in order to sustain nat-
ural program understanding. Therefore, additional views
for architecture level program depiction, such as program
designs and architectures, through various metaphors, di-
mensions and output devices become appropriate. These
enhanced views support further the detection of novel pro-
gram information, such as undetected components and con-
nectors through interactive program model modification.

Researchers in the field of reverse engineering are
aware of the situation that the high level analyses can only
provide optional structures that are likely to represent the
actual architecture. These options are to be assessed by a
system engineer. Currently, there is little support for the
comparative assessment of the single options. Program vi-
sualizations could bridge this gap. Dominance trees and
the concept lattices, e.g., used in component recognition,
define partitioning of the systems classes implying their
possible grouping into components. So does the package
structure. Each horizontal cut of the dominance tree, the
concept lattice, and the package graph defines such a parti-
tioning. To compare the results of the analyses, one should
consider a simultaneous view of the partitionings induced
by analyses. Although the actual results of analyses are in-
comparable data structures, they could be easily assessed
by comparing the induced component groupings.

Moreover, system engineers understand the legacy
system architecture and behavior only in terms of notions
that are common also in forward engineering, e.g. in terms
of components, connectors, classes, objects etc. Auxiliary
data structures like dominance trees and the concept lat-
tices, even if drawn nicely, do not directly trigger an un-
derstanding of the system. They have to be presented to-
gether with their induced system structures. System engi-
neers should be able, e.g., to move the cut of the dominance
tree, the concept lattice, up- and downwards in the hierar-
chies and see simultaneously the implications in terms of a
system partitioning into different components.

A variety of approaches and tools have been devel-
oped to assist developers in visualizing software architec-
tures [18]. UML uses a combination of class, collaborata-
tion, component and deployment diagrams. Clockworks
and JComposer use annotated component diagrams [19,
20]. PARSE-DAT uses process diagrams. Several systems,
including SAAMTool [21], Argo [22] and Visper [23],
use various kinds of structural architecture component dia-
grams. However, all of these only offer static modeling.

4 The Visualization Process

Program visualization implies the depiction of program
information, stored in diverse program representations.
For program visualization, these program representations,
which are established during low and high-level analysis,

Program
Representations

Metaphors Views

Mapping

Picture

Mapping Mapping

Figure 6. The Visualization Process

are mapped to a metaphor. With the help of the metaphor,
different views on the program representations are pro-
vided. These views are finally illustrated as one picture
and can be interactively modified. The entire process is
depicted in Figure 6. In the following we describe the con-
cepts of models, metaphors, views and pictures more in de-
tail.

4.1 Models

Program information, when retrieved through analysis, is
stored in diverse program models. Visualizations try to
mediate the insights and cohesions present in the models
to the viewer. However, visualizations can arbitrate mer-
ley insights and coherences of articfacts that are already
present in the models. Therefore full program models are
inevitable for complete program illustrations.

Moreover, program information can be of different
nature and hence needs to be stored in different models.
We distinguish between:

• thesource code representation,

• class level representationsand

• architecture level representations.

While the source code representation describes
merely the source code under investigation, class level rep-
resentations result from low level analyses and hence de-
pict Abstract Syntax Trees, Control Flow Graphs, Single
Static Assignments, etc. Architecture level representations
denote program representations retrieved from high level
analyses. These representations symbolize concept lattices,
dominance trees, component and design pattern candidates,
the architectural style, as well as the final architecture.

The most significant difference between class and ar-
chitecture level representations is that class level represen-
tations usually contain the same amount of information as
the source representation, and that the low level analysis
therefore often is reversible. However, the class level rep-
resentation is still much too complex to provide any archi-
tectural insight for any non-trivial program.
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4.2 Metaphors

A metaphor describes the analogy of two concepts, where
the one may be at a higher level of abstraction than the
other. The lower level abstraction depicts the model that
carries the information to be visualized. The higher level
of abstraction specifies the image within the model to be
depicted. The mapping from the model to the image is de-
fined through a metaphor, specifying the type of visualiza-
tion, e.g. a graph or 3D virtual reality world.

Metaphors, when depicting real worlds and establish-
ing social interaction, especially in virtual reality [24, 25,
26], become very important. Essential is therefore the
choice of metaphor to improve the usability of a system.
One fundamental problem with many graphic designs is
that they have no intuitive interpretation, and the user must
be trained in order to understand them. Metaphors found in
nature or in the real world avoid this by providing a graphic
design that the user already understands.

A formal definition of a metaphor is given in [27]:

A metaphor is a logical framework that pro-
vides a constrained way of thinking about the
graphical subject matter, whereby assumptions
made within the metaphor are still valid for the
data that it abstracts from. The metaphor pro-
vides a high level, understandable and identifi-
able, description of the possible representation
set (views).

One of the most elaborated metaphors, however not
one of the most natural to humans, is the graph. There
are many reasons why graph drawing has succeeded in its
domain [10]:

• Graphs are suitable models for software.Large pro-
grams are complex, consisting of thousands of ob-
jects. Graphs are well-understood models to abstract
relationships between objects.

• Effective layout algorithms have been invented. Im-
portant algorithms were invented for important fam-
ilies of graph layouts: hierarchies, orthogonal draw-
ings and forced-based(spring) models.

4.3 Views

It is infeasible to depict all kinds of program model phe-
nomena in just one picture when the model carries too
much information. Therefore each program model is de-
picted through various views, visualizing diverse aspects
of the model in different contexts. Thereby it is guaran-
teed that the right subsets of objects and their relations in
the model are depicted and understood through a variety of
views.

Views depict static as well as dynamic information.
While static views simply map information from the mod-
els to the views, dynamic program visualizations add ei-
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Figure 7. Unified Visualization Process

ther additional information to the views, such as path ex-
ecution frequencies, or depict program runs entirely dy-
namic. Dynamic program information is usually depicted
in one monolithic view, which concentrates all the infor-
mation about a program run into a single dynamic image.
Monolithic views are successful for simple static images.
However, a monolithic view of multiple aspects of even a
simple dynamic program, must encode so much informa-
tion that the user quickly runs into difficulty picking out the
details of interest on the screen. Therefore, it is generally
more effective to use several different views to illustrate a
program run.

4.4 Picture

A picture, depicting visual information on various devices,
such as e.g. the computer monitor or a virtual environment,
is assembled through one or more views. Many different
views are map able from the program representations, but
not all are desirable for visualization. Within the picture, a
selection of desirable views can be chosen.

Virtual Reality is an enabling technology for depict-
ing modern developments within three dimensional pic-
tures. It allows sophisticated and powerful representations
to be used to create a wide-ranging number of visualiza-
tion styles and techniques [27]. These techniques all have
the benefit of using three-dimensions, and when used effec-
tively, ca provide much more information and interaction at
any point than the more traditional two-dimensional forms
of visualization.

5 The Unified Visualization Process

The reverse engineering process described above can be
generalized to what we call theUnified Visualization Pro-
cess, depicted in Figure 7.

The figure shows that any program visualization pro-
cess starts with program analysis. Primarily class level in-
formation about a program is collected and kept in a pro-
gram model. The analysis continues with the establish-
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ment of architecture level program information based on
the prior investigations. Additionally, the system is ex-
ecuted to gain further information on both, class and ar-
chitecture level. Finally, all kind of information, may it
be on source, class or architecture level, can either be de-
picted immediately through diverse metaphors and views,
or is focused to new program representations. The infor-
mation finally depicted, can further be interactively altered.
This implies an information change on all levels of program
representation and further an updated depiction of the new
content.

By explicitly integrating program analysis into our
process, we accomplish the ability to define an unified vi-
sualization architecture, depicted in Figure 8, which has its
strength in all parts of reverse engineering and hence pro-
gram comprehension. The figure describes an initial idea
of a visualization architecture. The main packages denote
analysis, fusion and visualization. All different packages
perform operations on the diverse program representations.

6 Related Work

As already stated in [28, 29], it is important to focus efforts
on a better definition of the reverse engineering process.
Reverse engineering has typically been performed in an ad
hoc manner. Since such a process has yet, to our knowl-
edge, not been established, we provide finally a conceptual
unified visualization process for reverse engineering. [29]
provide a framework to classify existing tools and tech-
niques for reverse engineering. The framework described
here, which is elaborated further in [30], comes close to
our unified visualization process. However, there are a few
essential differences.

First of all, [30] does not describe a reverse engi-
neering process but rather a framework for reverse engi-
neering environments used to aid program understanding.
The main difference is that analysis, focusing and visual-
ization are not kept separate. Instead, analysis falls into
data gathering, discovery during knowledge management
and analysis within information exploration. Focusing is
inherent in the knowledge management part and also infor-
mation exploration. Moreover, knowledge management is

the organization of data in models and should not be part
of a reverse engineering process, but rather the products
resulting with every step. [30] devides further the reverse
engineering tasks into program analysis, plan recognition,
concept assignment, redocumentation and architecture re-
covery. These tasks, except of concept assignment, fall in
our approach all into low and high level analysis. Con-
cept assignment is so far not integrated into our approach
since it would additionally need the support for a top-down
cognitive model and hence the integration of forward en-
gineering. However, the framework denotes essential re-
quirements for the upcoming unified visualization architec-
ture.

Another framework for classifying software reverse
engineering techniques can be found in [31]. The authors
provide a taxonomy of reverse engineering techniques,
which denotes important semantic dimensions: semantic
distance, semantic accuracy, semantic precision and se-
mantic traceability. Applying the dimensions to our pro-
cess, we can see that our process provides an ideal balance
between the semantic dimensions, e.g. within the semantic
distance, our visualization process provides model abstrac-
tions on low as well as high levels.

However, what we do not cover in this paper is work
related to reverse engineering from a cognitive point of
view, as e.g. [32].

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The established unified visualization process and also the
unified visualization architecture that we are currently
implementing, contribute program comprehension vitally.
First of all, because they denote the first conceptual pro-
cess and architecture for reverse engineering. The main
advantage of this process lies in the decoupling of analysis
and visualization, supporting specific tools and processes
for each. However, both parts fit well together and ac-
complish each other through well-defined interfaces. These
interfaces allow the individual development, and enhance-
ment, of visualization and analysis techniques, in the way
that they can be just exchanged or plugged in to our frame-
work.

Another advantage of the described process is bidi-
rectional mapping. Interactive changes to views on any vi-
sualization level influence not only the models on the same
representation level but update also lower and higher level
representations and their views. For example, if a compo-
nent on the architecture level is removed, the representa-
tion on architecture as well as class level must be updated,
in order to keep the system consistent. On the other hand,
interactions on class level influence the architecture level.

Additionally, the diverse program representations can
be interactively abstracted, compressed and fused. With
our upcoming architecture, we support the overall process
of reverse engineering, where analysis, focusing and visu-
alization work hand in hand. No longer, analyses and vi-
sualization research must be conducted out of the other’s
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context. It should be just plug and play.
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